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About This Game

In 1988, Rush appeared with Gold! in one of the most comprehensive adventure games of the 1980s. Now, the fondly
remembered game, Gold Rush! has been developed anew, to today’s highest standards. No aspect of modern gaming has been
overlooked. You can experience the famous California Gold Rush with high-resolution graphics, speech synthesis, a superb

sound track and modern user interface features. Optimized game-flow will enhance your traveling and interactions with other
characters of the period.

Gold Rush! takes you back to the year 1849, when gold was discovered in California. It was certainly one of the most exciting
times in American history. Gold Rush! includes the three routes tens of thousands took to the gold regions.  Become Jerrod

Wilson and experience each trek as you travel from New York to California.

Whichever route you decide to take, you will see many historical sights. Try going overland across the Great Plains and huge
mountain ranges, crossing the Isthmus of Panama, or rounding Cape Horn on the tip of South America. If you survive and arrive

at Sutter’s Fort, the adventure is still only half over!  Many other puzzles remain to be solved before you achieve your goals in
California.

Features:

Over 130 pre-rendered images and animated scenes in full HD

Three different routes west (3 adventures in one game)

High quality voices and new recorded music
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Subtitles in English or German (Point & Click!)

Optimized game-flow (minimizing dead-ends and random perils)

Two possibilities for controlling (original parser as well as a new intelligent Point&Click control)

Bonus item: (Normal Edition)

Historical map of the three routes

Bonus item: (Special Edition)

Historical map of the three routes

Over 90 unpublished original concept drawings of the developer from the 80s, as png

Booklet with unpublished original concept drawings of the developer from the 80s, as pdf

Making-of booklet, as pdf

Gold Rush! Classic version (only PC!)
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Title: Gold Rush! Anniversary
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Sunlight Games
Publisher:
Sunlight Games
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2014
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English,German
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Remake of an absolute classic, from a time before modern computers. Experience the Classic version for the genuine old-time
experience!. I bought this game because it was cheap. Now I'm going to see if I can return it because I am absolutely not fond of
it. There are no instructions, no tutorial...no game plan, no story plot...I can't understand how to do anything or what I'm
supposed to do.. This update takes the original look and feel and just makes it more playable (i.e., no more text parser). If you
played the original and could not beat it then this version gives you a chance to replay it without all the guessing of what to type
and when. This of this game as less of a remake and more of an update to allow point and click and you will enjoy it better..
good game !. I liked that there is a lot to do in town and lots of Information. That ales the storyline interesting. I also think that
its funny that you can get run over by the horse and carts . but this game doesn't have a whole lot of direction . I would have
liked more info on what to do and where to go and why. It is entertaining. I need to play more to figure some stuff out though
cause I have never made it very far. I record.end giving it a try if you can get it for a good price.. This is the worst game i have
ever played looks likle it was made by a 3 year old. It has too many glitches and I couldn't even get out of New York!!!. A few
hours of nostalgia are well worth the game's value.. I've managed to grab this on a big sale and the game proves to be fun. I
didn't get very far but it sure brings back some memories of what gaming used to be long ago.. giveaway game...
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I have so far gotten 5 tickets from stepping on the grass.. The Best Game I have ever played! 11/10. This update takes the
original look and feel and just makes it more playable (i.e., no more text parser). If you played the original and could not beat it
then this version gives you a chance to replay it without all the guessing of what to type and when. This of this game as less of a
remake and more of an update to allow point and click and you will enjoy it better.. It's the worst game i played in my life :)
Even worse than Atlantis for PS1.. A pretty good game so far. I really like the old-school feel of the game. Reminds me of the
Longest Journey.
Will get back with a more in-detail review.. fun update of a classic game.. Realy nice game. I think its one of the better indie
games, really nice graphics. I hope, I will see more from this game studio in future. It's also a pleasure to compare the new
graphics with the old ones.. Great Re-make from a classic game. The graphics are fitting so well to that game, that the
atmosphere from the old game gets revived. The new point-n-klick way to the gold is pretty awesome too, compared to the "i
write everything that he should do" - version. The german translation is lovely made and isn't just that stereotype translation.
All in all a well done remake.. POS Half the screen is missing with no way to adjust settings.
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